Southern New Mexico – West Texas Chemistry Olympiad Competition  
Saturday, March 16th, 2013

Sponsored by the American Chemical Society Rio Grande Section

Chemistry and Biochemistry Complex  
New Mexico State University  
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

Program

8:30 – 9:15 AM  
Registration ........................................................................Chemistry and Biochemistry Complex
Lobby of New Lecture Hall, Room 153

9:15 – 9:35 AM  
Introductions and Welcoming Remarks:
Dr. William Quintana, Chemistry and Biochemistry Department Head
..............................................................Room 153

9:45 – 11:30 AM  
Written examination for students ..............................................................Room 153

10:30 AM – 2:15 PM  
Computer-based Periodic Table Competition for students. Drop in at your convenience to
the computer lab .................................................................Room 104B

11:30 AM – 12:30 PM.
Complimentary Picnic Lunch ......................................................Outside CB-153

12:30 – 1:30 PM  
Titration, individual student experiment ..............................................Laboratories

1:45 – 2:15 PM  
Qualitative Analysis, a team experiment for students .........................Laboratories

2:30 – 3:30 PM  
Chemistry Demonstrations Program (for students and faculty) ............Room 153

3:30 – 4:00 PM  
Award Presentations .................................................................Room 153